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PRESS RELEASE 
 
Derdack SIGNL4 Joins Microsoft Intelligent Security Association (MISA) 
MISA nomination paves the way for an effective anywhere 24/7 response to security incidents and 
demonstrates long-term commitment to the Microsoft relationship 
 
Richmond, May 1, 2022 
 
Today, Derdack SIGNL4 (www.signl4.com), provider of critical alerting and anywhere incident response 
for SecOps teams, announced it has joined the Microsoft Intelligent Security Association (MISA), an 
ecosystem of independent software vendors and managed security service providers that have 
integrated their solutions to better defend against a world of increasing threats. 
 
Matthes Derdack, CEO Derdack, states: “We are thrilled to see Derdack SIGNL4 join MISA and are looking 
forward to delivering unique value to Microsoft security customers. The combination of Microsoft Sentinel 
and SIGNL4 represents a unique combination to effectively handle security incidents and threats around the 
clock, especially addressing the needs of SecOps teams on call.” 
 
By adding SIGNL4 to the security incident management toolbox, businesses can achieve up to 10x faster 
and effective response to critical incidents, reducing the impact of security threats and attacks. When 
such incidents happen, SIGNL4 bridges the ‘last mile’ notifying SecOps staff and responsible on-call 
teams, considering availability and duty schedules. SIGNL4 notifies through persistent mobile push with 
mute override, text, voice calls and Microsoft Teams messages with acknowledgement, tracking and 
escalation. Convenient, built-in duty and shift scheduling ensure the right people are alerted at the right 
time.  
 
SIGNL4 comes with a user-friendly mobile app for Android and iOS allowing for a swift and effective 
response ‘on-the-go’ and without need to fire-up a notebook and/or ‘VPN connection. The mobile app 
enables to receive meaningful, enriched incident alerts, take ownership through acknowledgement, 
allows for annotations and status updates, automated and manual escalations to other teams as well 
tracking of resolution progress. All information is updated in real-time to all SecOps members and fed 
back into Microsoft Sentinel. This powerful connectivity is achieved through an intelligent 2-way 
integration utilizing Microsoft Graph API.  
 
“The Microsoft Intelligent Security Association has grown into a vibrant ecosystem comprised of the most 
reliable and trusted security software vendors across the globe. Our members, like Derdack, share 
Microsoft’s commitment to collaboration within the cybersecurity community to improve our customers’ 
ability to predict, detect, and respond to security threats faster.” - Maria Thomson, Microsoft Intelligent 
Security Association Lead  

 
For more information on how SIGNL4 integrates with Microsoft, please visit us in the Azure Marketplace 
at https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/derdack.azure-sentinel-solution-
signl4  
 
About Derdack SIGNL4 
SIGNL4, Derdack’s SaaS solution running on Microsoft Azure, re-invents critical alerting, incident 
response and service dispatching for operating critical infrastructure. SIGNL4 is designed to automate 
and optimize incident response and management processes and has strong emphasis on mobility and 
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the modern workplace. Founded in 1999, Derdack is a long-term innovator in alert management and 
incident response. We are based in Berlin, Germany, Richmond, Virginia and Bern, Switzerland. Our 
global customer list spans over 50 countries and includes BASF, Daimler, BMW, Porsche and many other 
leading brands.  
 
Further information: www.signl4.com  
 
For more information, press only 
Stefanie Kassulke, Global Marketing, skassulke@de.derdack.com, +49 331 29878-20, Derdack Corp 
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